Biodiversity influences plant productivity through niche–efficiency
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The loss of biodiversity is threatening ecosystem productivity and services worldwide, spurring efforts to quantify its effects on the functioning of natural ecosystems. Previous research has focused on the positive role of biodiversity on resource acquisition (i.e., niche complementarity), but a lack of study on resource utilization efficiency, a link between resource and productivity, has rendered it difficult to quantify the biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship. Here we demonstrate that biodiversity loss reduces plant productivity, other things held constant, through theory, empirical evidence, and simulations under gradually relaxed assumptions. We developed a theoretical model named niche–efficiency to integrate niche complementarity and a heretofore-ignored mechanism of diminishing marginal productivity in quantifying the effects of biodiversity loss on plant productivity. Based on niche–efficiency, we created a relative productivity metric and a productivity impact index (PII) to assist in biological conservation and resource management. Relative productivity provides a standardized measure of the influence of biodiversity on individual productivity, and PII is a functionally based taxonomic index to assess individual species' inherent value in maintaining current ecosystem productivity. Empirical evidence from the Alaska boreal forest suggests that every 1% reduction in overall plant diversity could render an average of 0.23% decline in individual tree productivity. Out of the 283 plant species of the region, we found that large woody plants generally have greater PII values than other species. This theoretical model would facilitate the integration of biological conservation in the international campaign against several pressing global issues involving energy use, climate change, and poverty.

Increasing extinction of species and simplification of communities may be impairing ecosystem productivity and services worldwide. Hence, better understanding and quantification of the effects of biodiversity loss on the functioning of natural ecosystems is becoming increasingly crucial (1). Amid the world's struggle to reduce the loss of biodiversity, concern is mounting over the ongoing relationship between biological conservation and poverty (2), especially in rural areas where livelihoods depend heavily on ecosystem resources (3). International society has made a commitment to conserving biodiversity because of its importance to economic development and poverty relief (United Nations Resolution A/RES/65/161), but integrated strategies are rarely successful (2) in part because it remains difficult to assess how productivity of individual plants would respond to the loss of biodiversity.

Studies over the past 20 y have improved understanding of the consequences of biodiversity loss on ecosystems (1, 4). The preponderance of data, mostly from controlled field experiments with herbaceous species (4), indicate that ecosystem functioning may be impaired by species loss. The major mechanism behind it, besides a nonbiological sampling effect (5, 6), has been largely attributed to an increased total resource acquisition from positive feedbacks to resource supply (7, 8) and resource partitioning due to niche complementarity (see refs. 9–11 and references therein).

However, a lack of study on resource utilization efficiency—a link between resource and productivity—has rendered it difficult (12) to quantify the effects of biodiversity loss on plant productivity. Due in part to the biological and structural complexity and long life cycle of forests, limited studies on forested ecosystems have focused on tree species with little attention to other types of plants including shrub and nonwoody species (13–17). Understory vegetation has a significant effect on tree productivity, both by influencing tree seedling regeneration and by affecting belowground processes and soil nutrient buildup (18). Moreover, following habitat loss and fragmentation, understory biodiversity loss can be more pronounced than tree species loss (19, 20). It is therefore important to understand the consequences of biodiversity loss in all classes of plant species on forest productivity.

In this paper, we present a heretofore-ignored mechanism that is directly applicable at the individual plant level, which in conjunction with the previously discovered process of niche complementarity provides a complete explanation for common observations that plant productivity increases with biodiversity with a diminishing rate. We developed a theoretical model of niche–efficiency to quantify the effects of biodiversity loss (or gain) on individual plant productivity and a functionally based taxonomic biodiversity loss | marginal productivity | productivity impact index | relative productivity | biological conservation
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index (for individual species) to assist in prioritizing biodiversity conservation efforts for nonendangered species.

**Theoretical Model**

We first define \( f_0(r) \) as the productivity of individual plant \( j \) of species \( i \) which is a twice-differentiable function of resource acquisition by that individual \( r \). To study the effect of biodiversity on individual plant productivity, we consider resource acquisition \( r \) as a function of biodiversity (in the number of species or species richness, \( \omega \)). We then define marginal biodiversity productivity as the *ceteris paribus* (i.e., while all other factors stay constant) change in individual plant productivity that corresponds to one unit change in biodiversity in its community. Marginal biodiversity productivity by definition is the first derivative of individual productivity with respect to biodiversity.

By the chain rule, marginal biodiversity productivity can be written as

\[
\frac{d}{d\omega}f_0(r(\omega)) = \frac{d}{d\omega}f_0(r(\omega)) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega}r(\omega). \tag{1}
\]

According to this equation, marginal biodiversity productivity is a product of two factors (Fig. 1A). The first factor \( f_0'(r) \) represents niche complementarity (see refs. 9–11 and references therein). When other variables, including the number of individuals in the community, are kept constant, total resources acquired by a community increase asymptotically with biodiversity according to niche complementarity (12). Therefore, resource acquisition at the individual level also increases with biodiversity with a diminishing rate \( r_0'(\omega) \geq 0 \) and \( r_0'(\omega) \leq 0 \).

The other factor, \( f_0'(r_0) \), represents a heretofore-ignored mechanism behind the biodiversity–ecosystem functioning relationship. Based on the normal law of plant growth (21, 22), the first derivative of the individual productivity function with respect to resource is nonnegative \( f_0'(r_0) \geq 0 \), and its second derivative is nonpositive \( f_0''(r_0) \leq 0 \). Intuitively, the well-documented normal law of plant growth ensures that the productivity–resource relationship will be upper-bounded according to the photosynthetic capacity and growth efficiency of a plant species, even when resources are not limited. The concavity of plant growth functions is supported phenomenologically with respect to various topical biological resources, including light (23), \( \mathrm{CO}_2 \) (23), water (24), and nutrients (25). Because marginal resource productivity (i.e., the change in productivity resulting from one unit change in biologically essential resources) diminishes according to the normal law of plant growth (Fig. 1B), we name this mechanism after a parallel fundamental principal of economics called diminishing marginal productivity (DMP) (26). DMP has rarely been addressed in biology except for a study on ecosystem energy intensity (27).

Based on the above,

\[
\frac{d}{d\omega}f_0'(r_0(\omega)) = f_0'(r_0(\omega)) \cdot r_0''(\omega) \geq 0 \tag{2}
\]

biodiversity increases individual plant productivity at a declining rate; ergo, individual plant productivity diminishes under biodiversity loss with an increasing rate. We name this dual-mechanism model niche–efficiency (N–E) because it consists of two related but distinct mechanisms on niche complementarity and efficiency of resource utilization.

**Extension of Niche–Efficiency**

To facilitate integration of N–E in resource management, we approximated the concave and asymptotic productivity function \( f_0(\omega) \) using the Dixit–Stiglitz–Ethier production function (28). As a standardized measure of the positive effect of biodiversity on individual productivity, the relative productivity \( R \) represents the *ceteris paribus* ratio of individual productivity in a diverse community to that in a monoculture:

\[
R = \frac{f_0(\omega)}{f_0(\omega = 1)} = \int_0^\omega x_i \, d\theta, \quad x_i \in [0,1], \quad \theta_i \in (0,1), \tag{3}
\]

where \( \omega \) stands for species richness but can also represent a continuous measure of biodiversity, such as common diversity indices. \( x_i \) is the proportional biomass of a biodiversity unit (e.g., species) \( i \).
in the population, and \( \theta \) is the parameter governing the substitutability between species in maintaining the same value of \( f(x, \omega) \).

The feasible region of the biodiversity–plant productivity relationship jointly defined by the maximal values \( R^2 = \omega^{-1} \) and the lower limit \( R = 1 \) is in line with the preponderance of evidence from recent ecological studies highlighting a strong positive relationship between biodiversity and the productivity of ecological communities (see refs. 1, 4 and references therein). Species substitutability (\( \theta \)), assumed to be constant between 0 and 1 to ensure concavity, can be obtained from controlled experiments in which communities (containing species \( i \)) of different levels of plant diversity are compared with the monoculture of species \( i \).

Based on our theoretical model of niche efficiency, we developed the productivity impact index (PII) to quantify individual species’ inherent value in maintaining current ecosystem productivity based on its biodiversity elasticity of productivity, i.e., the percentage change in ecosystem productivity in response to a percentage change in the biomass of that species. PII is the negative natural logarithm of the ratio of the percent change in relative productivity (\( R \)) to the percent change in the standing biomass of a species \( i \):

\[
\text{PII}(\theta, \omega) = -\ln \left( \frac{\% \Delta f(\omega, \theta)}{\% \Delta x_i} \right) = -\ln \left( \frac{df(\omega, \theta)}{dx_i} \frac{x_i}{f(\omega, \theta)} \right) \quad [4]
\]

where \( f(\omega) \) represents ecosystem/community productivity as a function of biodiversity and \( x_i \) represents the proportional biomass of species \( i \) in the population.

Assuming independence of biomass across species (i.e., \( dx_k / dx_i = 0 \) for all \( k \neq i \)), the derivative of \( f(\omega) \) follows

\[
\frac{df(\omega, \theta)}{dx_i} = \frac{d}{dx_i} \sum_{\omega} x_i^\omega \cdot \frac{df}{dx_i} = x_i \cdot \frac{df}{dx_i} \quad \theta \cdot x_i^{-1}.
\]

Inserting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4 provides the final formula for PII:

\[
\text{PII}(\theta, \omega) = -\ln \left( \theta \cdot x_i^{-1} \right) \quad \left[ \frac{df}{dx_i} \right] = -\ln \left( \frac{df}{dx_i} \right) = -\ln \left( \frac{\% \Delta f(\omega, \theta)}{\% \Delta x_i} \right) \quad [6]
\]

For discrete measures of biodiversity \( \omega \), such as species richness, the formula for PII can be simplified as

\[
\text{PII}(\omega) = -\ln \left( \sum_{\omega} x_i^\omega \right) \quad [7]
\]

PII is a function of a species’ current biomass \( x_i \), species substitutability \( \theta \), and relative productivity \( R \). PII is always a positive number, and as PII value declines, a species becomes more influential to the biodiversity-induced efficiency of resource utilization and therefore deserves more attention in biological conservation. PII, as (to our knowledge) the first function-based taxonomic index, reflects a species’ inherent value in maintaining ecosystem productivity. Because contribution to productivity alone does not fully represent the conservation priority of a species, PII should be used in conjunction with other conservation measures, such as species’ invasive and conservation status (e.g., the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List of Threatened Species), to support decision making in biological conservation and natural resource management.

**Empirical Evidence**

The N–E model dictates that biodiversity improves individual plant productivity with a diminishing rate, other things being equal (Fig. 2A). Based on observational data from comprehensive vegetation census of the Alaska boreal forest (29), we developed a spatiotemporal model to test this hypothesis and investigate the *ceteris paribus* effect of plant diversity on individual tree aboveground net primary productivity (ANPP) (Materials and Methods).

When other factors, namely, the sampling effect, and spatial, temporal, and site conditions were accounted for and held constant at their sample means, lower values in both the Shannon index and Simpson index/HHI, viewed as surrogates for community similarity, corresponded to a drop in average individual tree ANPP from 38 kg ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) in the most diverse stands to 31 kg ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) in a tree monoculture, and relative productivity \( R \) decreased accordingly from 1.23 to 1.00 (Fig. 2). Empirical curves based on data observed from 440 permanent sample plots, which were consistent with the theoretical one (Fig. 2A), imply that greater plant diversity may increase individual tree productivity by improving both resource acquisition and resource utilization efficiency. Thus, a *ceteris paribus* decrease in biodiversity over its feasible range could lead to a 23% decline in tree NPP (Fig. 2B and C). Because environmental, site, and physiographic factors have been accounted for, the diversity–productivity relationship discovered in this study is not confounded by these factors.

---

**Fig. 2.** Theoretical biodiversity–productivity relationship based on the niche–efficiency model (A) and empirical evidence drawn from the Alaska boreal forest (B and C). (A) The solid curve (black) represents the optimal relative productivity \( R^2 = \omega^{-1} \) that can only be reached theoretically with an even distribution of biomass by species and a constant substitutability for all of the species, \( \theta \). The shaded area represents the feasible region of \( R \) that falls between the optimal individual productivity and the baseline individual productivity value of 1 (red broken line). \( \omega^* \) represents the highest possible degree of diversity. For empirical evidence, estimated mean (solid) \( R \) value against biodiversity in Shannon index (B) and in Simpson index/HHI (C) and associated 95% confidence interval bands (dots) are obtained using bootstrapping from the GLS model which controls for spatial and temporal autocorrelation and other exogenous factors (SI Appendix, Table S2).
PII is jointly influenced by the relative productivity, percentage biomass, and substitutability of a species. Being unknown for most species in the Alaska boreal forest, species substitutability (θ) was assumed to be a random variable with a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 across all of the plots. Therefore, the mean PII score of a species was largely decided by the percentage biomass of that species, whereas the 95% confidence interval of the mean was associated with θi (Fig. 3). Among 283 plant species in the Alaska boreal forest, the top 15 with the greatest mean PII values consisted of 6 tree species, 5 shrub species, 2 moss species, 1 grass species, and 1 forb species. *Picea glauca* (white spruce) and *Betula neoalaskana* (Alaska birch) had the greatest average PII values. The top three moss species were *Pleurozium schreberi* (Schreber’s moss) and *Hylocomium splendens* (glittering wood moss). The top two grass and forb species were, respectively, *Calamagrostis canadensis* (bluejoint reedgrass) and *Chamerion angustifolium* (fireweed). It should be noted, however, that the rank of PII values is subject to change depending on the species-specific values of θi, but generally, the possibility of being the most influential species declines as it moves down the list (Fig. 3). These top species deserve close monitoring as they contribute (through N–E) to tree productivity more than other plant species in the Alaska boreal forest.

**Discussion**

**Niche Complementarity vs. Diminishing Marginal Productivity.** Although the positive biodiversity–plant productivity relationship is relatively easy to quantify using N–E, assessing the two underlying mechanisms as separate entities is challenging. Because DMP is a new theory, its model would remain hypothetical until a controlled experiment has been completed. Even for the niche complementarity theory, which has a longer history, mathematical models are still lacking (12). Therefore, it would be difficult to compare the contribution from niche complementarity and DMP to N–E, and partitioning the two underlying mechanisms can only be done empirically. For instance, in a monoculture context, the first derivative of the Dixit–Stiglitz–Ethier production function is equivalent to 1,

\[
\frac{d}{d\omega} f_i(\omega)\bigg|_{\omega=1} = \frac{d}{d\omega} \left( \int_0^\omega x_i^d(d) \right)\bigg|_{\omega=1} = \frac{x_i^d}{x_i^d - 1} = 1; \tag{8}
\]

inserting Eq. 8 into Eq. 1,

\[
f'_q(\alpha_i)\bigg|_{\alpha_i=1} = -e^{-\ln(0.4885) \cdot 0.4885} = e^{-0.3500}; \tag{9}
\]

where \(r^*\) represents total resource acquired by the species i. For simplicity, assuming species abundances are limited by two factors and the square habitat has a size of 1 by 1, according to a generalized niche model (12),

\[
r'_q(\alpha)\bigg|_{\alpha=1} = \frac{d}{d\alpha} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{\pi}{3 + \pi} \right)^\omega \right)\bigg|_{\omega=1} = -\ln(0.4885) \cdot 0.4885 = 0.3500; \tag{10}
\]

therefore, in this monoculture and hypothetical context, niche complementarity is 0.3500, and DMP is 1/0.3500 = 2.8574.

**Species vs. Individual.** The nature of species is controversial in biology and philosophy. Biologists and philosophers disagree over the ontological status of species, and some suggest that species should be regarded as individuals (30). Here we demonstrated that compared with the positive effect of species richness, the number of individuals has a distinctive negative effect on individual productivity. Assuming the function of productivity-number of individuals is differentiable, marginal individual productivity (measured by the number of individuals, \(n\)) can be calculated as

\[
\frac{d}{dn} f(n) = \frac{d}{dn} f(r(n)) = \frac{df(r(n))}{dr(n)} \frac{dr(n)}{dn} = f'(r) \cdot r'(n), \tag{11}
\]

where the first factor, \(f'(r)\), represents the same DMP mechanism as that in the N–E model. When other things, including species richness, remain constant, increasing number of individuals would reduce the amount of resources acquired by each individual, and hence, the second factor of marginal individual productivity, \(r'(n)\), the derivative of resources acquired by an individual with respect to the number of individuals, is apparently negative. Therefore, individual plant productivity declines with the number of individuals, *ceteris paribus*.

**Implications at Community and Ecosystem Scales.** Due to the conflicting effects of species richness and number of individuals on productivity as demonstrated above, the number of individuals should be kept constant in drawing the implications of individual-based N–E effects on the relationship between biodiversity and productivity at the community scale. Under this assumption, the interaction between the two independent mechanisms can be illustrated graphically. First, assuming no effect of niche complementarity (i.e., under constant resource acquisition), an increase in biodiversity spreads the limited resource more thinly across a greater number of species (species richness or \(\omega\)), rendering each functioning with fewer resources. As DMP dictates that the marginal productivity monotonically increases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific name</th>
<th>Productivity Impact Index (PII)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Picea glauca (tree)</td>
<td>[1.00, 6.64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Betula neoalaskana (tree)</td>
<td>[1.36, 7.19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Populus tremuloides (tree)</td>
<td>[1.85, 7.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Picea mariana (tree)</td>
<td>[2.50, 7.75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Populus trichocarpa (tree)</td>
<td>[3.16, 8.71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Betula kenaica (shrub)</td>
<td>[3.66, 9.34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Alnus viridis (shrub)</td>
<td>[4.69, 7.81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Alnus tenuifolia (shrub)</td>
<td>[5.36, 8.62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Pleurozium schreberi (moss)</td>
<td>[5.57, 7.27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Salix spp. (shrub)</td>
<td>[5.61, 7.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Hylocomium splendens (moss)</td>
<td>[5.89, 7.15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Calamagrostis canadensis (grass)</td>
<td>[7.25, 7.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Viburnum edule (shrub)</td>
<td>[7.24, 7.37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Betula nana (shrub)</td>
<td>[8.35, 8.89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Epilobium angustifolium (forb)</td>
<td>[7.19, 7.86]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Rank of plant species in the Alaska boreal forest by the estimated average PII from the lowest to the highest. Horizontal bands and numbers in brackets represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean PII scores by species, assuming average species richness and a uniformly distributed random variable θ. Out of a total of 283 species studied in this paper, 17 have missing data. Therefore, the species with the lowest PII value is ranked 266 on the list.
as resource declines, greater biodiversity would yield greater marginal productivity for all species (Fig. 4A). It can be further illustrated that when niche complementarity is considered (i.e., under variable resource acquisition), both marginal productivity and total community net primary productivity (NPP) still increase with ω and do so at a diminishing rate (Fig. 4B and C). For example, when resources increase and all species share equally in them, the NPP curve as a function of ω shifts to a generally higher elevation, and the maximum ω increases (Fig. 4B). In a more realistic setting when species differ in resource acquisition as resource supply increases, with a smaller number capturing a greater fraction, the N–E model produces competitive exclusion, such that NPP increases as resources becomes higher at high ω, but the maximum ω is slightly reduced as a result (Fig. 4C), consistent with empirical observations (31).

Therefore, at the community and ecosystem levels, the individual-based N–E model under the foregoing conditions can in aggregate explain the positive and asymptotic effects of biodiversity on plant productivity derived from a majority of ecological experiments (4, 7–12). The number of individuals may have additional effects, and because it is not constrained to increase, remain stable, or decrease with changing species richness, it is advisable to account for this factor in all community- and ecosystem-scale analyses.

N–E should be applicable to different elements of biodiversity, including taxonomic, functional, phylogenetic, and genomic diversity, all of which have been found influential to plant productivity (1). For simplicity, we demonstrated the theoretical model using species richness as a measure of biodiversity, but it should be noted that resource utilization efficiencies are often associated more with traits and genotypes than with taxonomy. Nevertheless, because taxonomic diversity indirectly incorporates functional, phylogenetic, and genomic diversity, we believe that the results reported here likely reflect the importance of these elements of biodiversity and are consistent with mechanisms by which they act. Such a straightforward analysis also makes it easier to understand the taxonomic contribution to ecosystem functioning and the importance of preserving species diversity to biological conservation.

According to phenomenological studies, as resources saturate, DMP levels off at zero (range c in Fig. 1B). In this case, individual productivity will cease to increase with biodiversity (or decline with biodiversity loss) according to N–E, regardless of

---

**Fig. 4.** Individual-based niche-efficiency can aggregate in explaining the effect of biodiversity on plant productivity at the community level under gradually relaxed conditions (A → B → C). ρ denotes standardized resource abundance (ω [0,1]), and ρ′ denotes the hypothetical minimum resource for a species to remain in a natural ecosystem. Biodiversity was represented by species richness (ω). (A) We first assumed (i) constant number of individual plants in the community, (ii) constant resource abundance, and (iii) all species share identical DMP curves and resource (ω′). An increase in ω from 1 to 2, 3, ... moves the accessible resource from the maximum value (ω′) toward ρ′/2, ρ′/3, and so on until the maximum species richness (ω′ ≤ ω′) is reached (A, 1). Corresponding marginal species productivity (MP) increased with ω with a diminishing rate (A, 2), and so did total community NPP (A, 3). (B) Then, we relaxed the assumption of constant resource level (assumption i) by allowing the baseline accessible resource (ρ′) to increase due to niche complementarity, other assumptions (assumptions i and ii) staying the same as A. With an increase in ρ′/M by 30% to ρ′/M (ω′ = 1.3), accessible resource at other species richness levels increased following the arrows, and hence, the site could in theory sustain a higher number of species (red dotted circle, B, 2, and B, 3), if all species share equally in resources and NPP and DMP functions. In this case, MP was similar between the two resource levels (B, 2), but total community NPP was higher for the increased resource level at every level of ω (B, 3). (C) Finally, we further relaxed previous assumptions (assumptions i and iii) by allowing (i) DMP curves to randomly shift within ±30% of the original curve, (ii) random share of resources by different species, (iii) random increase of resources caused by niche complementarity to a maximum of 30% of the baseline resource level, (iv) resources to be distributed preferentially to species with the greatest share of resources, and (v) any species with a share of resources less than the threshold (ρ′) to die and leave the ecosystem (C, 1). Based on 10,000 bootstrap simulations, corresponding average marginal productivity per species increased with ω at a diminishing rate under both resource levels (C, 2). Total NPP also increased with ω at a diminishing rate, and the higher resource level made the NPP curve converge to a higher NPP at a slightly lower maximum species richness (red solid circles, C, 2, and C, 3).
the niche complementarity effects. This explains why, in certain manipulated communities (e.g., monocultural plantations) where resources are made abundant, individual growth rates can be comparable to those in diverse communities. Therefore, the benefits of biological conservation on plant productivity are mostly applicable to natural ecosystems where resources are often limited. Recognizing this benefit and its limitation is essential for the integration of biological conservation into management strategies. As an important step in the international campaign against several pressing global issues, integrating biological conservation into resource management, due to the positive effect of biodiversity on the rate at which plants fix atmospheric carbon through photosynthesis, shows great potential for mitigating climate change, facilitating socioeconomic development, and maintaining the capability and sustainability of forested ecosystems to meet the increasing global demand for timber, fuelwood, and fiber.

Conclusion
Niche–efficiency (N–E) dictates that individual plant productivity diminishes under biodiversity loss with an increasing rate, everything else (including the number of individuals) being the same. Our theoretical model extends and expands understanding of the mechanistic underpinning of biodiversity–ecosystem function theory and implies a positive externality of biodiversity conservation; that is, conserving the diversity of plant species may help to maintain ecosystem services for current and future generations. Because of its explicit mathematical formula and direct applicability at individual plant level, N–E is useful to the development of integrated strategies for solving pressing global issues involving energy use, climate change, and poverty. Our theory also helps to explain the differences between individuals and species in terms of their contribution to ecosystem productivity (Species vs. Individual).

Materials and Methods
Data. Empirical evidence supporting the N–E model was drawn from comprehensive vegetation surveys of the Alaska boreal forest (Cooperative Alaska Forest Inventory), consisting of ground-measured data of 283 plant species (64 woody, 119 forb, 12 grass and rush, 11 sedge and fern, and 77 nonvascular species) on 440 permanent sample plots. The sample area, stretching over 300,000 km² in central and south-central Alaska, represents a wide range of species composition and physiographic conditions. A set of 440 permanent sample plots were used to capture the dynamics of 283 coexisting plant species in the region. The attributes measured include diameter at breast height, height, tree status, the percentage cover of nontree species, elevation, percent slope, thickness of organic horizons, and number of snags. Based on these records, we calculated the ANPP of individual trees. To calculate plant diversity, we also estimated the aboveground biomass of shrub, herbaceous vascular, and nonvascular species based on the observed percentage cover and average height of that species using the species-specific biomass equations calibrated for interior Alaska (SI Appendix, section 1).

Statistical Analysis. A spatiotemporal model was developed to investigate the ceteris paribus effect of plant diversity on individual tree ANPP across all of the sample plots, when other factors, namely, the sampling effect, and spatial, temporal, and site conditions have been controlled for. This model used the variation of plant diversity over space as a surrogate for temporal changes of plant diversity. Spatial autocorrelation was accounted for in this model to avoid biased or inconsistent coefficient estimates and significance levels (SI Appendix, section 2).
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